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The word democracy
in, when it demands more
means 'rule by the
and more regulation and
people, not rule by a
scrutiny of our lives while
simple majority. This of delivering more and more
course is completely
inept and wasteful
ignored as our political
management, when it
elite clamour for war.
ignores problems that
Have they learnt nothing concern us all such as
from Iraq, Alfganistan and grooming gangs and knife
Lybia. Do they really think crime but is so keen to
you can bomb people into rush off to war, when we
democracy. The events in are suspicious of every
Sryia have nothing to do utterance of those who
with us the people of
represent us, then it is
Britain
falling seriously short of
what is expected.

The common purpose
We are proud to report
uniting Western
that 27 NBU members are
governments is to bring
standing in the coming
affluence and hide costs.
local council elections in
The costs are to freedom,
England. In line with our
Knowledge,
strategy they will be
understanding, civility,
standing as 'Independent'
education, art, nature, the
candidates. These
simple enjoyment of living
members have all been
and finally to civilisation
working their wards free
itself. Simple majority
from the baggage of
democracy has failed, the
belonging to any political
party. If elected it will be There is a widening gap majority as individuals
may deplore what is
because they deserve to between what people
be elected. 'People not
expect of democracy and happening, yet they show
neither the will nor the
politicians' in action. Their what it has actually
understanding to insist
names are only known to turned out to be. When
that democracy takes
NBU Office and will
democracy is limited to
remain so to avoid
throwing out one bunch of another path.
attention from the usual out of touch elites every
Government by majority
suspects and useful idiots. few years only to let
degenerates into
another bunch

The democratic democracy is dying.
creed has clearly Let us be perfectly fair.
There are still many
run its course.

government by a minority
as disillusioned voters
who feel rightly that they
honest people who
are represented by no
genuinely believe in
It is like a tree choked by
particular party drop out
democracy. So steeped
ivy, only the ivy lives, the
of voting altogether.
are they in the traditions
tree itself is dying, though
of liberalism that they
it still flings its leafless
Acton put it well in 1877
cling desperately to its
branches to the sky.
when he wrote “The one
original ideas, shutting
In the spring of
pervading evil of
their eyes to the evils it
democracy its watchwords
democracy is the tyranny
has created. They cannot
of liberty and equality
of the majority, or rather
see that the system which
were torches of hope to
of that party, not always
was to have liberated man
the masses who were
the majority, that
has, in fact, liberated the
loaded with the chains of
succeeds by force or fraud
forces which exploit man.
feudalism. The fire kindled
in carrying elections.
Our quarrel is not with
by the french revolution
those who sincerely if
carried Rousseaus classic
Teresa May did not
mistakenly believe in the
formula throughout the
consult parliament so
ideas of democracy, but
western world until
obviously never consulted
with those who use these
liberalism was the
the people, she seems
ideas as a means for their
accepted creed of the
intent on dragging Britain
own selfish ends. The
19th century. Napoleon
into a war that cannot be
great mass of the people
was beaten and exiled,
won, but then when the
care little for formula or
but the tide of liberalism
bombs fall May and her
systems. Their constant
could not be stopped. "All
cabinet will be deep
struggle for survival gives
men are created free and
underground safe in their
them few opportunities
equal."
bunker we the people will
for theorising. It is results
But no formula is perfect
once again have to pay
they want, fair wages,
or ever lasting. No
the cost of the political
human working
revolution can maintain
warmonger's
conditions, housing,
its dynamic force
opportunities for
indefinitely. as spring
Democracy is a sham,
recreation and
waxed into summer
they have taken our
advancement, above all
democracy became
freedoms, ignored our
justice, security and faith
sedate and respectable,
wishes and now from this
in the future.
essentially bourgeois. it
insane act have increased
Democracy, or rather
gathered unto itself many
the risk to our very lives.
sham democracy, is not
vested interests, political
There is another way, a
giving them these results
and economic. As summer
better way, Fascism for
and they know it. How
turned to autumn those
Britain.
can they believe in the
vested interests, at first
existence of liberty and
parasitic, became
equality while they are
dominant, choked their
tied hand and foot to a
host, the creed which had
remorseless machine,
sanctioned their growth.
while profligate luxury
Now winter has come and

flaunts itself before
one and all want liberty to polluted and degraded by
grinding poverty? How
pursue their own ends
a poison-cloud of fear and
can they have faith in a
and preserve their own
hate for there has not
democratic future when particular grafts.
been even a pretence of
every few days some new Therefore the people must seeking a mandate from
crisis or threat of disaster defend liberty even to the the people for the suicidal
is hurled at them? How
death.
policy of mass
can they look to the
Consider the situation as immigration.
parties for salvation when it confronts us today.
What a mockery of
every party in its turn has Consider the economic
principles. What a
signally betrayed them? aspect. Tax after tax,
travesty of truth. What a
The liberals have betrayed mortgage after mortgage violation of elementary
them because it was
is being loaded on to our justice. Only a system in
liberalism which first set unfortunate nation.
its deaththroes could
in motion those forces
handicapped by a corrupt jettison everything for
which now threaten to
and obsolescent system, which it once stood.
overwhelm them. The
productive enterprise is
conservatives have
being bled white to meet
betrayed them because
the cost of defending that
conservativism seeks to system. Consider the
conserve only the vested ideological aspect. The
interests which liberalism fate of a civilised Christian
created. Labour has
people has been placed in
betrayed them because it the hands of men who
has turned back from the have climbed to power by
revolutionary task to
utter disregard of every
which it was pledged in
Christian principle.
order to pluck the fruits of Consider the military
the corrupt system it used aspect. Men who have
to denounce.
voluntarily offered their
Democracy as we know it services to defend their
today is just a facade of own country are being
high-sounding sentiments used for military
and worn out formulae,
adventures on behalf of
behind which are
any corrupt state which
entrenched an army of
considers itself the 'victim
vested interests. we know of dictorial aggression'.
them well, the
Consider the psychological
cosmopolitan financier,
aspect. Every baseless
the self seeking media
rumour, every distorted
magnate, the careerist
item of news, every
politician, the wordy
product of minds warped
intellectual, the cultural
with spite is eagerly used
Marxist. None of these
as fuel for the belching
care a jot for the principle chimneys of multi-cultural
of liberty, apart from its propaganda. Our whole
propaganda value. But
national life is being

flowers, messages and
the like across from the
victim's home including
messages which claimed
the dead man was moreor-less a saint!

"I feel peace as I walk
the leafy lanes, look
out over those hills,
boy it looks like rain..."
For many of us,
Nationalism is a way of
life. It stirs something
Needless to say, this
deep inside, a feeling of
outraged the local folks
belonging, of pride, and
who ripped down the
loyalty to one's race and
notes and moved the
nation.
flowers. This had to
We glance at the old
happen a few times until
building's, giving them 'a
the local police force
nod of respect' and
I despair at politically became involved.
wonder about our
correct police forces.
forefathers who gave
Did they tell the family to
blood, sweat & tears,
I am bound to ask again: stop putting their notes
toiling to build this once
Whither England? A few and flowers there as they great land.
were annoying and
days ago a 78-year-old
We educate ourselves
man and his disabled wife upsetting people? Oh no! about British/ English
were in bed asleep when The brave bobbies
history to the point we
ordered the inflamed
two travellers broke in
can annihilate our foes
and one of them, armed locals to stop moving the with a glance.
notes and flowers or face
with a screwdriver,
No strange handshakes or
attacked the old man and, action. Seems the right of trouser leg rolled up in
in the fight that followed, the attacker's family to
our club, knowledge is
the burglar was killed as grieve must be respected. power in the Patriots
the old man defended his What is happening?
game. Being involved in
wife and his home.
Nationalism can also be a
Our politically-correct
lonely existence, not
Very good, your readers police leaders get worse. everyone can spot 'fools
might think. But, oh no, What with the leader of
gold' ...it's a gift from
the brave old Englishman our own force making
above. We've no time for
was arrested by our police Derbyshire a laughing
part-time lentil munching,
stock in the national
force and charged with
limpwristed, handnewspapers over the Male
murder. He was
wringing ditherers, it's a
Voice Choir and now the
eventually freed after a
way of life for us!.
disgraceful happenings
public outcry. Now he
Being a Nationalist can be
over the death of a
dare not go back home
compared to spreading
after death threats from scumbag. I despair.
the teachings of God..a
the dead man's family.
few jest and snigger,
The police appear to have When will the normal folk some get unruly, but the
start to do something
done nothing.
majority see truth and
about all this?
honesty.
The next step for the
Nationalists, akin to the
Granville V Stone
family of his attackers
English rose, love the
was to keep putting
limelight, and feel

HAVE YOUR SAY

extremely proud should
their letters be printed or
name mentioned either
inside or outside the
political arena...'to be
someone, must be a
wonderful thing' .enough
said!.
So, as I sit here thinking
about the enemies I've
made, the education I've
gained, and the drunken
stupors in The Crown we
could never evade..
Was Nationalism worth
it...
ABSOLUTELY!.
M.S

up-manship ", in scoring
off each other, &
denigrating each other, to
the detriment of this
country & its people.
It seems to be all about
YOU as individuals, and
not about what you can
DO for this country.

lengths to tell us that
water is a finite resource
and, supposedly, we must
ALL be careful with how
we use it so that we
ensure we have it for the
future?

A Carbon Tax (which you
KNOW is just another tax)
will make NO appreciable
It is fast becoming a place difference, to carbon
that I do not recognize as emissions, AT ALL! A tax,
the place, I always
which in spite of all your
thought, was the best
arguments FOR it, you are
place in the world to be. doing alone, when other
But no longer. You are not major countries will NOT
listening to the people of & DO NOT embrace it, or
this country! I am
believe in it! All that it will
watching the deterioration do for this country is put
I find myself becoming
of living standards in this working families and
more and more fearful
country, (and according to small businesses behind
of the establishment
you, on a world stage we the eight ball, what planet
parties as you are
are doing better than
are you on?
turning this country
most countries ...
into a place that I no
REALLY?)
If you think that the tax
longer feel at home in,
And yet the gap is
we must pay will make
or feel a part of.
widening between the
even a scrap of difference,
"haves" and the "haveto the effect of the carbon
I watch you all in
nots".
tax on people? Anyone
parliament, and no, not
can see the holes in that
just the two leaders but
I see our homeless on the argument! Do you really
every politician that I see,
streets, our hospitals
think we are that dumb?
stand up in parliament
under-funded, and
sneering at each other
understaffed, our health Let's talk about
and
system is an absolute
Multiculturalism. People
acting like children (and if
mess and a disgrace ...
have come here from
you were my children I
And yet I see multiother countries, for a
would be ashamed of you
millions of pounds being better life, for decades.
all ... what an example to
sent offshore in aid to
Post war immigrants came
set!)
other countries before
for a better life, and
attending to this country's settled in, and became
Although you would like
needs!
wonderful contributors to
us all to believe that you
this country, ... all have
are putting the needs of
I see the ''selling off'' of contributed to the rich
this country at the
water rights to foreign
diversity of this country,
forefront, none of you are
interests, WHY? Especially and some descendants
doing that, you seem
when you go to great
have even fought FOR this
more interested in "one-

country, and they have
become U.K. citizens and
were glad to be, and they
had NO handouts from
our Government either,
they worked hard for
everything!

Please tell me why we
And no, I am NOT racist!
have some RADICAL
If I did not like Catholics
clerics demanding Sharia or Protestants would I be
Law in this country when, considered racist? Of
if we were in THEIR
course not!
country, this would NEVER
be allowed?
Why is it that if we object
to what is happening in
I have never before had a Please tell me why our
our country we are
problem with all, or any, laws need to be changed immediately labelled
race of immigrants
so as not to OFFEND
RACIST in an attempt to
coming here. However, I someone?
shut us up?
DO NOW!
We are fighting Radical
Please tell me why we are Muslims in Afghanistan &
Please tell me why we
fast becoming a
Iraq, are we not? I hear
have areas in towns and MINORITY voice in our
you say ''yes but the
on large estates all over own country because of Muslims we have here are
the country, where police POLITICAL
Not like That". Well how
do NOT, & will NOT go, for CORRECTNESS?
would we know?
fear of their life?
Please tell me WHY
Do we hear ANY of them
Please tell me why we can Britons cannot legally
coming out & speaking
no longer have religion in wear a bike helmet
AGAINST radicals? I
schools, for fear of
covering their head in a haven't, have you? Islam
"OFFENDING" someone? bank, and yet it is ok to is not compatible with
(The latest little gem is
wear a Burqa which
ANY of the values that we
that they are not having, covers the whole of the
hold here in Britain!
or being funded, for
face? And please tell me
chaplains any more, but WHY, when those people Are not the experiences of
Counsellors!)
who want asylum here
France and the
can wreck our detention Netherlands examples of
Please tell me why
centres and STILL be
that?
religious Christmas
accepted here?
observances are no longer
Why do you think it would
allowed in some schools, What does that say about be any different here?
for fear of OFFENDING
just who and what are
someone?
this government's
We even have a British
priorities?
born "radical " whose
Please tell me HOW
message is that Britain
Christmas decorations in The British people that I WILL become a Muslim
some stores might
speak to have genuine
country under Sharia Law,
OFFEND someone?
concerns about becoming and that we had "better
a second-class minority in get used to it ".
Please tell me why we
our own country, and the
have to have segregated reasons for it are some of Will any of you grow some
days in some swimming the above. Are you so
"balls", and start sticking
centres, for fear of
blind that you cannot see up for this country and its
"OFFENDING" someone? this?
people? We are the people

who put you where you
are and PAY you to look
after OUR interests!

love and respect our great make our youth
civilization and to care
submissive, we should
and continue it for a very start to believe that it is
long time.
our duty to protect the
And you are NOT doing
youth from further harmthat by any stretch of the A fully developed man
learns his values from a actually it IS our DUTY to
imagination!
do that!
young age and this has
In case it has escaped youbeen proven many times. So the youth is the
precious future of the
I would like to remind you
country and it should not
that, in the U.K.,
be let to be lost.
Government is FOR THE
PEOPLE ... OF THE
PEOPLE ... & BY THE
Vasileios (Bill) K.
PEOPLE.
Spiliopoulos
And under NBU it will be
again!

NBU Youth Officer

I had the great pleasure
TOMMY
of meeting the Leader for
the first time recently. I
Hello readers and
found him to be very
comrades,
approachable a down to
earth type who certainly
Some people occasionally
doubt the potential of the
draws attention when
youth to assist in the
Another reason why the walking into a room. Like
process of gaining the
youth is very strong and many of you I had heard
fascist state.This
vital is that the youth is all sorts of nonsense
assumption is very
stronger and has a much
about Gary but after a
commonplace among
greater potential of being
while of talking with him
many people, in the sense active within our
that the youth can not be movement. In this way, any concerns I had were
“tamed” or organised
put to rest. Why not
we can accomplish our
effectively.
targets easier and we can organise a meeting in
ensure that they will
This assumption is very
your area and invite the
remain
on
for
many
wrong and based (mainly)
Leader and find out for
generations to pass on.
on only one argument.
yourselves.
For
one
thing
we
can
The youth is actually the
strongest force within our hope: that our youth will MARK MITCHELL
movement as their minds not be influenced
anymore by the corrupt
are still developing and
thus they are more able mentality of this world.If
to “deposit” information; we think and see for a
while what has happened
thus, the youth has the
the past few years and
full potential and
how many attempts have
capability of learning to
been made to weaken and

FASCISM IS NOT ANTI- The attacks on Jews in
NEW STOCK IN STORE
SEMITIC-by Sir Oswald Germany do not rest on
Mosley
any Fascist principle but Please visit NBU Store
are the manifestation of all profit goes right
The British Union of
an inherent quality in the back into the
Fascists is not antiGerman character.
movement, no one gets
Semitic. Attacks on Jews This issue has always
paid or claims
in any shape or form were arisen in Germany in one expenses unlike
strictly forbidden with in a form or another in times everyother nationalist
month after the
of crisis.
party!
movement was launched. It is foolish to blame
This order has been
Fascism for something
loyally obeyed by all the that has its source in the
members.
mentality of a particular
The few who did not
nation, or at leaset of a
agree to do so were
considerable section of
excluded from the
that nation.
movement.
Here in Great Britain
Fascism stands for
Fascism is British through
religious and racial
and through. It is backed
tolerance. If a Jew is
by the national character,
associated with
which has never
Communism or the
countenanced and always
financial policy which we opposed religious and
are against, we shall fight racial persecution.
him not as a Jew but as For many centuries
an opponent.
religious and racial
We have no quarrel with tolerance has been part of
Jews as Jews, just as we the British character, and
have no quarrel with
I give my assurance that
Catholics as Catholics.
under Fascism that great
Fascism is in no sense
tradition will be
anti-Semitic, and bias for preserved.
or against the Jews is
completely irrelevant to Oswald Mosley August
the issues involved in our 4 1933
political creed.
Anti-Semitism was never
known in Fascist Italy, and
Mussolini has often
expressed hinself in this
sense.

